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Hazel Tutor is a work-in-progress editor service for the Hazel programming environment designed to interactively help novices learn type-driven development strategies as they construct, edit, and debug code. The system provides both feedback and, when requested, suggestions on the basis of type information available at the cursor. Hazel is able to supply the Hazel Tutor with the necessary information at all times, including when there are holes in the program. When the cursor is on an empty hole, the system organizes the suggestions based on the type-driven development strategy that we aim to teach students. We are beginning to work on presenting debugging strategies when on an error hole. We outline our hypotheses, specific research questions of interest, and planned future studies.

1 INTRODUCTION

Type-driven functional programming is powerful, but it can also be challenging to both novices and experts. Novices struggle in particular with developing the correct mental model of the type system of the language and using that mental model strategically to narrow down the search space as they construct and manipulate programs [16, 18]. Even more experienced programmers can be uncertain about their mental models, especially when learning a new language, using advanced features, or working with complex code. Additionally, when working with unfamiliar APIs, both novices and experts can benefit from an understanding of the type structure of the API.

Compilers provide feedback, and occasionally suggestions, related to type structure, but only once there is a type error in the program. Modern IDE services provide feedback and suggestions even in situations where there is not an error. However, these services are limited and often entirely unavailable when there is a parse error or type error anywhere in the program, even far away from the cursor. These situations are quite common during the development process, and particularly so when the programmer is inexperienced. Moreover, feedback and assistance is most useful exactly in situations where the program is incomplete.

The Hazel is a live functional programming environment that solves this so-called gap problem by assigning both static and dynamic meaning to programs with holes. Empty holes stand for missing pieces of the program, and non-empty holes are membranes around errors. Holes are added automatically. This eliminates semantic gaps: every editor state in Hazel has both a type and a result. This information is intended to be used by editor services to provide feedback and assistance throughout the development process [12–14].

This paper introduces one such editor service, the Hazel Tutor, which is a pop-up window that follows the cursor around and provides information about the expected and actual types of the expression or pattern that the cursor is on. This serves to move the burden of determining this information out of the programmer’s head—instead, it is always in their eyeline. This information is critical when following a type-driven development strategy. The expected type constrains the space of possible expressions, often quite substantially, and the actual type is useful both to verify that the expression has the intended type and, moreover, to help when debugging type errors.

Take the following general functional code snippet as an example, where the programmer’s cursor (indicated by the | character) is at the else branch of the if expression:

---
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```
let f = fun (x : Int, y : Bool) -> if y then foo x else |
```

To figure out the type of the expression that must be used to fill in that branch, the programmer may think about the types of foo, x, and foo applied to x. Even in a short, simple example such as this one, a programmer is burdened with the cognitive load of thinking through multiple expressions and their types to fill in the else branch with an expression of the correct type. This example would not even parse in most languages, thus the programmer would be forced to think through the types without help from the system.

We are in the process of designing and developing the Hazel Tutor (Section 2) to aide novices (and eventually expert programmers) as they engage in type-driven development tasks designed to teach correct mental models of the Hazel type system. We make explicit what is often only available implicitly, what the programmer often only becomes aware of once the compiler produces an error, or what is only available in a limited form from an IDE. This information is used in both parts of the Hazel Tutor user interface: the Cursor Inspector and the Strategy Guide. The Cursor Inspector allows a programmer to see the expected and actual types of every expression and pattern in a program. Additionally, when requested, the Strategy Guide gives suggestions of how to fill in a hole with an expression of the expected type, following a type-driven development strategy that we aim to teach students. We plan to evaluate our hypotheses and specific research questions about the usefulness of such a system (Section 3).

2 HAZEL TUTOR BY EXAMPLE

![Fig. 1. The student starter code for the convert_scores problem. Each step is described in the text.](image)

Let us start with an example to walk through the use and functionality of the Hazel Tutor. We will start with a typical programming problem for an introductory functional programming class. The students in this course are familiar with programming, but not functional programming. The class has covered a few weeks worth of material and the students are learning how to use the map function on Lists. Figure 1 shows the starter code for implementing a function named convert_scores.
The function should take a list of submission data for an assignment and produce a list of final scores. The submission data is represented as pairs of a raw submission score (that has type Float) and an indicator of whether or not a bonus question was answered correctly (that has type Bool). The function should work such that a submission earns 2.5 extra points over the raw score if the bonus question was answered correctly; otherwise, the submission simply earns the raw score. `convert_scores` must use the given `map` function (appropriately specialized for this problem).\(^1\)

2.1 Code Comprehension

A student begins the problem by investigating the starter code. Two empty holes (numbered automatically 26 and 24) appear as the two arguments to `map`. This student does not remember the order of arguments to `map`, therefore they move their cursor to the hole for the first argument. They see using the Cursor Inspector (Figure 1A) that the expected type for the first argument is `(Float, Bool) -> Float`. The student then moves their cursor to the hole for the second argument and sees that the expected type is `[(Float, Bool)]` (Figure 1D).

Note that this information is available not just for holes, but also when the cursor is on any expression or pattern in the program (further discussed below). Note also that this type information is not only useful to novices, but also to experts, for instance when using an unfamiliar API.

To help make the information displayed by the Cursor Inspector more digestible for novices as well as concise for experts, a programmer is able to easily toggle between two modes of messaging by clicking on the message. Novice specific messaging has been suggested by other works [1, 9, 10], and we follow the same principle here. The novice version of messaging uses more words over symbols, such as using "of type" (see Figure 1A) instead of ":" (see Figure 1D). As programmers become more familiar with the symbols through tutorials or course instruction, or simply by toggling between the two modes of the Cursor Inspector, they can transition to using and understanding the more concise, expert mode.

2.2 Editing

The student now knows the expected type of the first argument to `map`, but is unsure of how to fill in this hole. The student selects the hint icon on the Cursor Inspector, and the Strategy Guide is opened (Figure 1B). They see ordered steps for exploring different expressions of the correct type that can be used to fill in the hole, following a type-driven development strategy. The first option is to use literals of the correct type followed by the second set of options to use variables of the correct type. The next set of options are function applications that will result in an expression of the correct type. Next is a set of options to consider by cases, followed by the last set of other, more complex options. By grouping the choices in this way, we prompt the user to go from simpler options (variables, introductory forms) to more complex options (elimination forms), while filtering out the large number of constructs that are not likely to be relevant, such as literals and variables of the incorrect type. The student decides to make a new function (Figure 1C), but chooses to create a new let binding over inlining the function. The Strategy Guide does not serve as an auto-fill tool, but rather an understanding aide, so the student types out their choice.

Before filling the function body, the student moves to the second argument of `map`. The student decides that a list literal (Figure 1D), though having the correct type, would not fit the desired functionality. They choose to look at the next set of options and see a variable that has the correct type and will give the correct functionality: `scores_and_bonuses` (Figure 1E).

While having the type information of the expression at the cursor can be helpful in guiding the programmer on how to fill in holes correctly and edit a program, some programmers may not

\(^1\)At the time of writing, Hazel does not support polymorphism.
want to see this information at all times. In consideration of this, programmers are able to easily show and hide the Hazel Tutor, using a simple keyboard shortcut. This is one of the efforts made to minimize distraction. Additionally, minimally-changing background colors and icons are used to avoid drawing unwarranted attention to the Hazel Tutor user interface. This is true even when there is a type error, discussed below. To further help minimize distraction while still keeping the user interface in a position of attention, the Cursor Inspector moves with the cursor at a token level as opposed to a character level. We mention in Section 3 plans to evaluate these design choices.

2.3 Fixing Type Errors

Now, the student moves on to filling the body of the function that the Hazel Tutor helped them create (Figure 2). This function takes an element of the list, which is a tuple of the raw_score and whether or not the bonus_question was answered correctly. The student knows that they need to somehow calculate the number of additional_points that a submission earned and add that to the raw_score, so they stub this out. When adding this code, the student sees an error in the Cursor Inspector. As shown in Figure 2, we see that the student mistakenly used integer addition (the + operator) as opposed to floating point addition (the +. operator).

The student is quickly able to inspect the types of the expressions involved and correct the error.

The type information displayed by the Cursor Inspector aides programmers in such tasks, identifying and correcting type errors, by presenting information about the expected and actual types of expressions. In future work, we plan to use the Strategy Guide in some form to help programmers work through a debugging strategy to correct type errors.

2.4 Branching

Now the student moves on to filling in how to calculate the additional_points. The student is unsure how to fill in this hole, so they again make use of the Strategy Guide, as seen in Figure 3. The student looks down the list of options. The student sees in the “Consider by Cases” section the option to branch on bonus_question and recognizes that this is the functionality they want.

Now the student moves to filling in the branches of the case expression. After an initial attempt, the student can clearly see that they have a type error in their case expression because it is outlined in red, as shown in Figure 4. The student selects the case expression to see what the error is. They

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{let } &\text{ bonus }= 2.5 \text{ in} \\
&\text{let convert_scores : [(Float, Bool)] } \rightarrow \text{ [Float] } = \\
&\text{fun } \text{ scores_and_bonus } = \{ \\
&\text{let apply_bonus : (Float, Bool) } \rightarrow \text{ Float } = \ \\
&\text{fun } (\text{raw_score}, \text{bonus_question}) = \{ \\
&\text{let additional_points } = 0 \text{ in} \\
&\text{raw_score } + \text{ additional_points} \\
&\text{in} \\
&\text{map apply_bonus scores_and_bonus} \\
&\text{in}
\end{align*}
\]

Fig. 2. The Cursor Inspector shows that there is a type error because the type of the expression is Int, which is inconsistent with the expected type Float. (Novice mode, not shown, makes the order of expected and actual types clear.)

\[2\text{ The } + \text{ operator is not overloaded in Hazel, just as it is not in Ocaml.}\]

\[3\text{ if expressions are not currently in the Hazel language. When such a form is added, we plan to make the Hazel Tutor choose the most appropriate branching form in a type-directed way, based on the scrutinee.}\]
Fig. 3. The Strategy Guide in use to help the student fill in the hole to correctly calculate the number of additional points that need to be added to the raw score based on whether or not the bonus question was answered correctly.

Let $\text{bonus} = 2.5$ in

```haskell
let convert_scores : [(Float, Bool)] \rightarrow [Float] = 
  fun scores_and_bonuses.{ 
      let apply_bonus : (Float, Bool) \rightarrow Float = 
        fun (raw_score, bonus_question).{ 
            let additional_points = in 
                raw_score +. additional_points 
        } in 
      map apply_bonus scores_and_bonuses 
  } in 

map apply_bonus scores_and_bonuses 
```

Fig. 4. The Cursor Inspector shows the programmer the type error. When the error is due to inconsistent branch types in a case expression, the programmer can inspect the type of each of the branches.

![Cursor Inspector showing type error](image)

see from the Cursor Inspector that the error is that the case expression has inconsistent branch types. The student expands the message to get more detailed information about the error. Some forms of messages in the Cursor Inspector have expanded versions that can be used to provide extra, relevant information. Now the student can see that the issue is that the first branch has type Int and the second branch has type Float. When there are inconsistent branch types, Hazel does not guess which should be used as the correct type (as is the protocol in other systems), but instead wraps the whole case expression in a non-empty hole, marking the error, and the Cursor Inspector shows the type of all the branches. The student now identifies the error as that each of the branches should have type Float and fixes the erroneous second branch to be 0.0, completing
the convert_scores function. Throughout the assignment, we see that the student was able to make use of the Cursor Inspector and the Strategy Guide to follow a type-driven strategy.

3 HYPOTHESES AND STUDIES

We have formulated some hypotheses about the effectiveness of our tool. We are in the process of planning studies to test these hypotheses and develop new ones.

3.1 Hypotheses

Our research of the literature around compiler error messaging, type debugging, teaching introductory programming, as well as our own experiences teaching novices to functional programming, has guided our design of the Cursor Inspector and Strategy Guide and influenced our hypotheses of the effectiveness and results of using our tool. Our main hypotheses are:

(H1) The Hazel Tutor system will help students develop a more accurate mental model of the Hazel language and type system.

(H2) Students will develop effective strategies for filling in holes and correcting type errors by using the Hazel Tutor.

(H3) Programmers will more quickly understand existing code and new APIs when using the Hazel Tutor’s Cursor Inspector.

The Cursor Inspector makes always available the expected and actual types of any expression. We believe that when programmers see this information frequently over an extended period of time, they will become more familiar with the type system and be able to better understand and predict how it works. Secondly, we believe that because the Cursor Inspector allows the programmer to easily see the expected type for any hole, they will more accurately fill in holes with expressions of the correct type and quickly correct type errors. Additionally, programmers can make use of the Strategy Guide which gives suggestions of expressions of the correct type to fill a hole, organized into categories that the student can use to develop appropriate mental strategies. Lastly, we believe that the type information that is made available at the cursor will help programmers understand existing code and learn how to correctly use new APIs more quickly.

3.2 Research Questions and Planned Future Studies

To investigate our hypotheses and other concerns around our design, we have developed specific research questions to evaluate in future studies, focused initially on experienced programmers who are novice to functional programming.

(Q1) How does the tutoring system help programmers during type driven development tasks?

(a) Are programmers able to fill in holes with an expression of the correct type more often when using the Cursor Inspector and Strategy Guide than without it?

(i) Do students hide the Cursor Inspector or leave it visible?

(ii) Do students interact with the Strategy Guide? How often? Does this change as they become more proficient?

(b) Are programmers able to correct type errors more quickly and accurately when using the system than without it?

(i) How do programmers use the Cursor Inspector when type debugging?

(ii) Are there features not available in Hazel Tutor that the programmers felt would have been helpful for debugging?

(c) Does the Cursor Inspector help programmers understand existing code more quickly or accurately?

(d) With what sorts of programming tasks is the tutoring system most helpful? Least helpful?
(e) Do users find the Cursor Inspector distracting when editing?

(Q2) Does long-term use of the tutoring system improve student performance on assessments of program understanding?

These research questions (numbered independently from the hypotheses) cannot all be answered with a single study, thus we are planning on a series of initial studies to gather early results and insights about our design and implementation upon which we can iterate.

For our initial studies, our participants will be students in an undergraduate Programming Languages courses. These are primarily upper-division computer science students, but are typically novices to functional programming, making them a reasonable population from which to draw based on our research questions. Additionally, we have gathered logging data about code compilations and submissions of assignments done for this course using Learn OCaml [5]. We believe we might be able to gain insights comparing data between the two learning environments, recognizing that there are many confounding variables to consider.

We plan to run multiple studies, with different sets of tasks. One study will be focused on editing tasks, where participants will be given partial implementations and be asked to fill in holes in the program. Another will be focused on correcting type errors, where participants will be given programs with type-errors and be asked to fix the errors. During both of these studies, we plan to incorporate measures of how distracting participants find the tools, including asking questions as part of a post-task survey. We also plan to use Hazel and the Hazel Tutor in future iterations of the previously mentioned Programming Languages course and make comparisons between the iterations of the course to draw comparisons, particularly looking at type error logging information and assessment scores.

4 FUTURE WORK

We have plans for improving the tutoring system and adding more functionality. Currently, the Cursor Inspector is mostly implemented, and the Strategy Guide is in the process of being implemented. One improvement planned for the Cursor Inspector is to make it pinnable: allow a programmer to "pin" an instance of the Cursor Inspector to an expression. This would allow programmers to view type information about multiple expressions at the same time. We also plan to make the tutor more tailored to individual users by tracking their knowledge of the language to introduce and show documentation of unfamiliar forms. We would also like to improve the Strategy Guide by having it guide programmers through a debugging strategy when the cursor is on an error hole. Additionally, we would like to intelligently prune and order the suggestions given in each step of the Strategy Guide. We are also considering additional tools for the tutoring system, such as links to documentation, a type debugger, and a type derivation visualizer.

5 RELATED WORK

The term notional machine is used to describe the abstract model of a computer and is accurate up to the point necessary for the level of abstraction, whereas a student’s mental model of the computer may be inaccurate; the goal is to align the student’s mental model to the notional machine [2]. Recent work has been done in investigating language semantics as a notional machine in the context of programming education [4]. Misconceptions and difficulties of students learning programming have been partially attributed to incorrect mental models [8, 16, 18]. As such, suggestions have been made that notional machines should be taught explicitly [2]. Our aim is to have the Hazel tutoring system build and confirm student mental models of the type system by surfacing to the UI information about the types of expressions instead of forcing programmers to (perhaps incorrectly) derive this information without help from their programming environment.
In bringing type information to the surface of the UI, we also aim to help programmers fix type errors in their programs. Work has gone into exploring type errors and error messages [1], particularly in how students interact with messages [9, 10], and common novice errors and behaviors of students fixing type errors [19]. Some results have found that longer messages with more information do not necessarily help novices understand messages [11] and that error messages should reduce the cognitive load of the programmer [1].

Type debuggers help programmers locate and understand type errors in their programs. The OCaml Type Debugger is designed keeping novice programmers in mind, providing information needed to help programmers see why an error message occurred [6]. The Cursor Inspector allows programmers to view the types of all of the expressions in a program. Additionally, like the OCaml Type Debugger, Hazel provides expression specific error messages. However, at this stage of the design and implementation process, the Cursor Inspector does not guide programmers through this investigation process of type debugging. Such guidance is part of our future work. Another tool designed to interactively allow programmers to inspect the types of expressions is Typeview [17]. However, this tool is limited in functionality for programs that do not type check, whereas the Cursor Inspector does not face this issue because there are no meaningless editor states in Hazel. Another feature of Typeview is that it allows programmers to see the types of multiple expressions at the same time, which is functionality we plan to add by making the Cursor Inspector pinnable.

There are other lines of work aimed at helping programmers other than fixing type errors. Recent work on guiding programmers through explicit programming strategies has shown some promising results about keeping programmers more organized and solving problems more systematically [7]. The current design of Hazel Tutor does not give the same level of step-by-step instruction as the system presented in that work. However, the Strategy Guide still presents information in an ordered manner, suggesting to programmers the order in which they should think through options of expressions to fill holes. Generated hints are another way to help programmers, such as iSNAP [15]. In a pilot study of that tool, the authors recognized the need to prevent abuse of excessive hint requests and to help students understand the goal behind such hints. Making users type their chosen option from the Strategy Guide is one attempt to prevent blind following of suggestions.

Tutoring systems are another way to provide help and guidance to programmers. Ask-Elle is a functional tutoring system for Haskell that sets up programming exercises as a series of hole refinements, using model tracing to compare student programs with solutions [3]. The Hazel tutoring system is similar in that it helps programmers fill in holes, but is more flexible in that it does not need preset solutions to provide hints and guidance.

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented our work-in-progress for the Hazel Tutor, designed to help programmers with type-driven development in Hazel. Main features of this tool include the Cursor Inspector that provides always available type information at the cursor and, in the case of a type error, error messaging. Additionally, we designed the Strategy Guide to provide suggestions for filling in empty holes with expressions of the correct type following a type-driven strategy. Studies will be necessary to evaluate the effectiveness of these tools in aiding programmers in understanding existing code, editing programs, fixing type errors, understanding the type system, and learning to follow a type-driven development strategy.
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